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Snom A170 Wireless DECT Headset

Product Name: Snom A170 Wireless DECT Headset

Manufacturer: Snom

Model Number: A170

Snom A170 Wireless DECT Headset
The Snom A170 is a wireless headset accessory for Snom phones that offers not only the highest
quality, but also maximum mobility. This light and functional headset has a broadband
loudspeaker and a microphone that features passive noise cancelling, designed to filter out
annoying background noise.  With three different ways of wearing the headset comfort is
guaranteed &ndash; either directly on the ear or by using the head or neckband provided.
Whatever your preference, the Snom A170 can be easily adapted to meet your individual needs.
Snom A170 Key Features

ï¿½ Superior wideband sound
ï¿½ Passive noise cancelling microphone
ï¿½ Three wearing options
ï¿½ Optimised DECT technology
ï¿½ Long range
ï¿½ Dual device connectivity (Snom phone and PC)

With the A170, mobility is paramount. For this reason, the headset is not connected to your
telephone via bluetooth but by using its base unit&rsquo;s DECT technology, which is
considerably stronger. With a range of up to 25 metres, you&rsquo;ll not have to worry about
moving too far away from the telephone ever again.
To stop you missing that all important call while you&rsquo;re on the move, the Snom A170 DECT
headset also has integrated EHS functionality. At the touch of a button, you can control the most
important functions &ndash; such as accepting an incoming call, muting the microphone or
increasing / decreasing the volume &ndash; directly from the headset
.
Snom A170 - Technical Specifications
Benefits

ï¿½ Superior wideband sound 
ï¿½ Passive noise cancelling microphone 
ï¿½ Three wearing options
ï¿½ Optimized DECT technology
ï¿½ Long range
ï¿½ Dual device connectivity (Snom phone and PC)

Design

ï¿½ Three wearing styles: over-the-head, neckband,  over-the-ear
ï¿½ Leatherette ear cushions 

Features

ï¿½ Compatible to Snom deskphones without the need  for an additional EHS adaptor
ï¿½ Call control on headset
ï¿½ Multi-purpose status LED (in-call, charging, battery  status)
ï¿½ Spare battery stored and charged in base station
ï¿½ Battery exchangeable while in a call
ï¿½ Telephone connection via analogue cable, PC  connection via USB cable

Package Contents
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ï¿½ Wireless DECT Headset
ï¿½ Over-the-head, neckband, over-the-ear wearing  options
ï¿½ Base with charger
ï¿½ Power supply
ï¿½ 2x headset battery

Marking

ï¿½ CE
ï¿½ &middot; IEC 60950 

Compatibile Snom phones

ï¿½ Snom D3XX Series
ï¿½ Snom D7XX Series

Price: £122.50
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